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I said at the beginning of this series that such phenomena as national character in art 

can only be defined in terms of polarities. William Blake called them contraries: 

‘Without Contraries is no progression. Attraction and Repulsion, Reason and Energy, 

Love and Hate, are necessary to Human existence’.  

 

I want to start here not with Blake—I prefer to lead up to him gradually—but with 

what to my mind is the outstanding example in England of progression by 

contraries—the development of architecture from about 1290 to about 1350. What 

1350 stands for I told you in detail last week. The Perpendicular style is reasonable, 

angular, matter-of-fact, repetitive, and impressive by its spaciousness and clarity. The 

style that went before, the Decorated style, as we call it, seems in every respect the 

opposite of the Perpendicular. Yet it is as utterly English as the Perpendicular. It has 

no contemporary parallels whatsoever on the Continent, though, oddly enough, 

parallels (or repercussions) especially in Germany, start fifty years later. But that does 

not concern us here. What concerns us is the distinctive qualities of English 

architecture of 1290-1350, as exhibited in such buildings as Bristol Cathedral, the 

Octagon and the Lady Chapel at Ely, the east end of Wells Cathedral, and 

innumerable funeral monuments, none more fascinating than the tomb of Edward II at 

Gloucester and the Percy Tomb at Beverley.  

 

‘Fascinating’ is the last word one would use -to describe Perpendicular architecture. 

Admiration, yes; respect, yes—but ‘fascination’ is a term just slightly ambiguous, 

slightly questionable. And Decorated architecture is indeed capricious, wilful, 

unreasonable, unpredictable, even perverse if you like. The Decorated style must be 

understood as a reaction against the noble clarity of the thirteenth century, the style of 

Lincoln and Salisbury. There, as in Perpendicular later, but without any of its 

hardness and thinness, part had been clearly added to part, each carrying on its free 

yet measured existence, the nave, the aisles, the crossing, the transepts, the chancel. 

Arches were resiliently rising to the point where they achieve themselves, capitals 

were either moulded in clearly defined parts or enriched by that springy kind of 

stylised foliage which we call stiff-leaf. It had been as superb in its own way as 

Chartres and. Rheims.  

 

All this was abandoned, for reasons it seems of a strange nausea of perfection. 

Windows develop the weirdest tracery, shapes like the leaves of trees, like daggers, 

like kidneys, like bladders, bounded by lines like flames or like waves. Flowing 

tracery is indeed what we call this type of decoration. The foliage of capitals instead 

of being stiff-leaf or crisply naturalistic as it had become here and there between 1250 

and 1300, turns away from nature, and the resulting forms are vaguely reminiscent of 

seaweed (but definitely not imitations of it), bossy, nobbly and again in their surfaces 

undulating.  
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Take the great art of English illumination of the same years, about 1290 to 1350, the 

Arundel Psalter, Queen Mary’s Psalter, the Ormesby and Gorleston Psalters and so 

on. So far we have looked at them only marginally, literally marginally—at the 

babooneries in their margins, these amazingly lively little scenes of everyday life or 

caricature or grotesque. Now we must examine the centres of the pages, the scenes 

from Holy Writ. They were as much admired on the Continent as the babooneries, and 

had much influence on French and German manuscripts. They are indeed exquisite, 

much in the sense in which Decorated architecture is exquisite. The actors in these 

scenes are long and slender, their heads exceedingly small, their bodies attenuated and 

swaying, their outlines sinuous. There are no real backgrounds, just a diapering 

perhaps, and no clearly directed actions. This is a world of disembodied bodies, 

almost spectres, moving weightlessly, or, shall I say with Blake:- ‘silently, invisibly’, 

with inscrutable expressions in their oddly boneless faces. Yet these figures can 

express passion—a passion not displayed in action, but rather suffered, a passion 

distorting body and face in those very curves which at other times seem to represent 

no more than a sophisticated courtly elegance. The line of the Decorated style, you 

might say, can be flowing or flaming, elegant or tense. We are face to face here with a 

phenomenon with which you may be more familiar in the paintings of El Greco. 

There also one can seldom escape a disquieting ambiguity between what seems the 

self- effacing experience of the mystic and what may be no more than a highly self-

conscious kind of ritual ballet.  

 

It is not easy for you to check up on what I am saying about English manuscripts; for 

in the museums you can usually see only two pages opened for you in a show case. 

However, English embroidery of the same years represents exactly the same style, and 

of that the Victoria and Albert Museum possesses such delicious masterpieces as the 

Syon Cope. This English embroidery was called internationally Opus Anglicanum; so 

much was it considered specifically English. It was famous all over Europe.  

 

Now that we have got as far as this, we have reached the point, for the first time, 

where you can see polarities in action. So far I have presented the Decorated style as 

in everything opposed to the Perpendicular. But it is not, and for a complete picture of 

Englishness in art you need both and you have to watch what they have in common. 

Both are—shall I say?—anti-corporeal or disembodied, in the sense of a negation of 

the swelling rotundity of the body. Perpendicular denies it  

with angular plans, angular towers, long, thin, wiry, sinewy lines; Decorated also with 

long, also with thin, but with flaming, flowing lines. But both are unfleshly, 

incorporeal.  

 

Other phases of English art in the Middle Ages deny the body by yet other means. 

Professor Wormald and others have in recent years drawn attention to the 

characteristics of English illumination in the tenth and eleventh centuries. What are 

they? A ‘scintillating’ line, Professor Wormald says, a denial of the frame so that 

‘figures can escape where they will, on the page’, or—and this is incidentally what 

Rttynolds says of Gainsborough— ‘odd scratches and marks’. Colour in these English 

manuscripts is used for the linework only instead of the solid body colour of 

contemporary Germany. The source of this inspired draughtsmanship is continental of 

an earlier age. But that does not matter. All I am saying is that it became an English 

speciality. Again, at Winchester, where from about 970 onwards illumination 
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flourished, the draperies are drawn in wild lightning zigzags, and the thick lush 

frames in flaming, scalloped leaf shapes. The Normans did away with all that. Their 

style of stiff, bolt-upright figures is a kind of ‘Perpendicular’ reaction to these 

‘Decorated’ excesses. But it in its turn was immediately followed by a milder, gentler 

style of illumination about 1150 and after, and there the figures are slender and 

bounded by shallow, tender curves. What goes through all these transformations of 

English medieval painting is an unconcern with the solid body and a watchful interest 

in the life of line instead—the zigzag at first, undulating later; violent at first, tender 

late—but always line, not body.  

 

Once that has been established you might even go as far as Professor Dagobert Frey 

went, and connect this tendency with the art of the Celtic Britons in England in the 

Iron Age, the spiral scrolls decorating the Birdlip Mirror at the Gloucester Museum 

and the shield from the Thames at the British Museum. And you certainly could 

connect it with Irish illumination of the seventh and eighth centuries, with its fabulous 

interlacing of bands and scrolls and its distortion of the human body into a flat board 

to place a diaper pattern on, or a pattern of intertwined bands.  

 

The English are not a sculptural nation. Most Norman decoration is abstract, not 

figural. Most large-scale English sculpture of the thirteenth century is inferior to that 

of France, most large-scale English sculpture of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 

inferior to that of Germany even allowing for the ruthless destruction of so many 

images by Puritans in the ages of Henry VIII and Cromwell—which in itself of course 

was so many anti-sculptural demonstrations. Remember also that for funeral 

monuments of the later Middle Ages the English developed an enthusiasm for 

brasses—that is not sculpture at all but engraved linework. Then Elizabethan and 

Jacobean sculpture: most of that is amazingly poor. And yet later: who is the most 

famous English sculptor of the last 300 years? It is natural that you hesitate before 

answering. I suppose Flaxman must be the answer. He, as The Gentleman’s Magazine 

said at his death in 1826, ‘acquired a higher reputation than any artist of our country 

excepting Sir C. Wren and Sir J. Reynolds’. But his fame does not rest on his 

monuments, though the more intimate of them are indeed extremely attractive, but on 

his outline drawings to Homer, Dante, and others. Nothing could be more 

characteristic.  

 

Incidentally, if at this juncture you try to defeat me with the name of Henry Moore, I 

at once declare myself defeated. In fact his art—and I do think he is the greatest 

sculptor now alive—contradicts everything I have said. Let it; and let us remember 

that the great individual may at any moment widen the possibilities of a country. Over 

centuries and centuries England has not produced real, three-dimensional, solid 

sculpture of the highest European .order. Now she has, and in future we have to 

puzzle over a new polarity. The case is not unique. Turner, I think, to a certain extent 

is such a—may I say?—lucky freak; and Shakespeare of course would not wholly fit 

into any scheme.  

 

The English have, I would still insist, nothing of the Italian, the Mediterranean, 

confidence in the body. Maybe Puritanism has driven it out—but Puritanism is 

English, and its persistence in Victorian guise is English. The nude, for instance, in 

spite of William Etty, has been a rarity in English painting over centuries—and is 

now. Compare in your mind the Royal Academy and the Paris Salon. This is also why 
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England has not produced Baroque art. I have given you other reasons before. But you 

can also say that Baroque, as practised in Italy and later in southern Germany and 

Austria, is so impregnated with a sense of body that you can never get away from it: 

curving interiors, curving façades, crowds of painted and stucco bodies in the ceilings, 

vast muscular gesticulating saints in the altars, half-naked hermaphrodite angels 

exposing their long limbs. England has little of that. Even Vanbrugh’s Baroque is not 

moulded, kneaded, but angular, of cyclopic cubes. And even if you take Hogarth, with 

all his liking of a fetching semi- nudity and of rich, fluid Baroque paint—what is it he 

proclaimed as his panacea of beauty? I told you it is the Line of Beauty, the elegant 

double-curved line, the ogee line of the Decorated style, the linea serpentinata of the 

Italian Mannerists— that is the very thing I am discussing here.  

 

We have so far only followed it in medieval art. But now, with your eyes sharpened, 

you will discover it without effort in the graceful stance and the elegant frailty of Van 

Dyck’s English portraits, and even more in both Reynolds’ and Gainsborough’s 

portraits—no obtrusively physical presence (understatement if you look at it from 

another angle), no gorgeous colourings. Exactly the same you could say of Robert 

Adam’s interiors, delicate, transparent, pastel-shaded; and here let me say for a 

moment that I cannot for the life of .me see any peculiarly Scottish qualities in Robert 

Adam. Of the Scottishness of other Scottish architects there can be no question: e.g., 

Charles Rennie Mackintosh of Glasgow at the end of the nineteenth century seems 

indeed in his tense and unpredictable curves to draw on an obscure store of Celtic 

fantasy and magic; and Basil Spence, working in the completely different 

architectural idiom of today, seems to do the same in his designs for Coventry 

Cathedral.  

 

But to return to the gentle curves of Gainsborough, Reynolds, and Adam, take a 

Wedgwood vase and compare it for a moment with a Greek fifth-century vase (do you 

know that Wedgwood called his factory Etruria, because it was believed then that 

Greek vases were Etruscan and he wanted to emulate them?), and the contrast will be 

not only between red and black and Wedgwood’s soft duck-egg blue, but also 

between every form and outline, full-bodied in Greece, attenuated in England. 

Flaxman worked for Wedgwood, and his delicious outline drawings to Homer 

compared with Greek scenes painted on the vases show just the same contrast  

 

The shallower, more elongated curve does not necessarily mean a lack of tension. I 

warned about that when we discussed illumination of 1300. Now you need only 

compare Flaxman and Fuseli, - both inspired by Homer and Dante, to see the 

difference. Fuseli also stretches his bodies and bounds them by long curves, and he 

also, in spite of hysterically exaggerated muscular displays, does not really work in 

the round. But his lines have an excessive tension unique in the England of his time:  

the ferocity of his stretched-out arms and of his legs set widely apart. But then Fuseli 

had originally been Füssli. He was Swiss, and Benjamin Haydon shrewdly observed 

about Fuseli’s Ghost of Hamlet’s Father that it is ‘a German ghost’.  

 

What English tension in terms of English line looks like, no one can tell you better 

than Blake, and so I have at last reached Blake—whom I have had in my mind all the 

time while we were speaking of flowing tracery and the Arundel Psalter.  

‘Mental things are alone real, what is called corporeal…is…an 

Imposture…Imagination is My World; this world of Dross is beneath my notice’. 
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Such were his convictions, such his theories. I cannot here enlarge on them, on his 

obscure private mythology, on his passionate hatred of political oppression and of the 

oppression by the ironmaster and mill owner. But we have to remember all that, and 

remember the reality of his visions— ‘After dinner I asked Isaiah’, he  

says—just like that. All that we must remember. Yet when we then see amongst these 

sayings the sentence ‘Where any view of Money exists, Art cannot be carried on’, 

then we are right back in our problem of polarities, Reynolds’ and Gainsborough’s 

prosperous practices, and Hogarth’s frank admission that he turned to his new field of 

‘modern moral subjects’, because what he had done until then ‘was not sufficiently 

profitable to pay the expenses my family required’.  

 

Blake never was able to pay the expenses his household required. His poetry, his 

prophecies, his painting remained unprofitable and were acclaimed by few. They, 

Thomas Butts, and later John Linnell of Wyldes, North End, kept him alive. However, 

we are concerned here not with his life but with his art. Now no one can fail to 

recognise a Blake. There, whether the scene is one of bliss or terror, are his long, 

attenuated bodies, boneless almost, one fees, so little does he articulate the nude body, 

so ready is he to bound the joints of an up stretched arm within gliding curves. There 

are his small, strangely impersonal heads, and his flowing beards, his garments also 

flowing gently or falling loosely and evenly in perpendicular curves. They are of 

light, immaterial stuff. The curves, however, according to the character of the scene 

can be tense or tender, the lines flaming or flowing, that is inspired by Fuseli or 

Flaxman, who were both his friends. Fuseli certainly inspired him much. He was 

sixteen years Blake’s elder, and his style, as developed in Rome in the ‘seventies, was 

complete when Blake began as an engraver in Basire’s workshop. Another equally 

important inspiration in the same years was Gothic sculpture, and that also is very 

telling. ‘Grecian’, he once wrote, ‘is mathematical form, Gothic is living form’.  

 

Gothic sculpture he knew from Westminster Abbey where he had drawn for Basire, 

but he must also have seen Gothic illuminated manuscripts; for his printed books, 

written, drawn, and printed by him, are a renewal of the unity of the book page as it 

had been a matter of course in the Middle Ages. It is eminently characteristic of Blake 

that on the pages of The Songs of Innocence or any of the others of his books, figures, 

trees, and script are all drawn together and all of a piece. That means that the figures 

are not body, but part of an overall calligraphy. It is equally characteristic that Blake 

places his figures so often in a row, many long parallel, vertical curves of drapery 

folds and gestures—much as the illuminators of 1300 had done. He also, surprisingly 

often, shows his figures floating in a cloud and becoming part of it, or in a stream and 

becoming part of it, or rising in a flame and becoming part of it. In other cases, where 

energy rather than abandon is intended, he forces figures into an imposed abstract 

geometry. Think of ‘The Ancient of Days’, kneeling in the clouds within a perfect 

circle, his hair and beard blown perfectly horizontally, his one leg standing perfectly 

vertically, the other a triangle, his arms stretched down to set ‘his compass upon the 

face of the depth ‘—and the compass makes a perfect right-angle. In a similar sense 

you find the rainbow used and the crescent and the gigantic posts and lintel of the 

druidic monument.  

 

This imposition of an abstract geometry allows me for a moment to reintroduce the 

greatest English architect of Blake’s day, Sir John Soane, a contemporary of Blake, 

only four years older. It is apt that he should appear here; for what characterises his 
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entirely personal, highly idiosyncratic, and often eccentric style is that he also likes 

the incised line as an ornament instead of anything more bodily and swelling, and that 

he builds in an overwhelmingly English way with surfaces which appear like 

membranes and with shallow curved vaults which seem to hover over the rooms. The 

Greek Revival in other countries tended to emphasise mass and solidity, only English 

Soane contrived to disembody it.  

 

To return to Blake and his imposed geometry: he applied it even to his portraits—if 

you think you can use that term for Blake. It certainly applies to his visionary 

portraits, such as the strange ‘Man who built the Pyramids’, the even stranger ‘Ghost 

of a Flea’, and even, though of course much softened, to the straightforward portrait 

head of John Varley, the astrologer, for whom he drew ‘The Man who built the 

Pyramids’. It needs hardly saying that Blake was not a portrait painter, could not be 

one. Portrait in the accepted sense for him stood for all that was evil, debased, 

mechanical in England. It belonged to what he called ‘the sordid drudgery of fac-

simile reproductions of merely mortal . . . substances’ yet was the only art ‘applauded, 

and rewarded by the Rich and Great’. Fuseli had said the same: ‘There is little hope of 

poetical painting in England . . . The People are not prepared for it. Portrait with them 

is everything’. Curiously enough, Gainsborough also agreed, though less emphatically 

and for very different reasons. You probably know him mainly for his portraits. But 

he could write to a friend: ‘I am sick of Portraits and wish very much to take my viol-

de-gamba and walk off to some sweet village where I can paint landskip’. So with 

him it was not poetical painting, imaginative painting versus portrait, but landscape 

versus portrait—and that also is an eminently English problem in the eighteenth 

century. It is the one I want to discuss next time. But, meanwhile, as a parting 

thought, perhaps you might care to ponder over this. The landscape garden, the 

English garden, as the French and Germans call the landscape garden, was one of the 

greatest creations of England in the eighteenth century. It stood for many things: 

liberty, the golden Arcadia, romantic dreams of grottoes and cascades-but it also 

stands for what I have just been discussing, the line of beauty, the undulating line. For 

what are the ingredients of the landscape garden: the winding path, not the straight 

avenue; the serpentine lake, not the straight canal. Please remember that also for my 

next talk.   

 

 


